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core product feature

Lightly sand if required.

Loosely place the unit together so you know which pieces go where and 
what edges to cover.

Paint all edges, the round base and any exposed sides and shelves using 
Sage Kaisercolour and allow to dry.

Cover the following with papers from a collection of your choice.  You can 
choose to cover the reverse(insides) of any of the following pieces or just 
leave them painted.

- the outsides of the two taller edge pieces and the top shelf (base of the 
tray on top) 
- both sides of the divider piece for the top tray
-the outsides of the two top tray edge pieces.
-the outsides of the two shorter side storage pieces.
-the outsides of the four small edge pieces 
-both sides of the two small dividers for the side storage if dividing of these 
is required.

Ink around the edges of the individual pieces if desired.

Place the frame of the desk caddy together using the instructions on the 

Products Used: SB2161 Desk Caddy, Charlottes Dream 
Paper Collection, Sticker Sheet and Collectables, KC025 Sage 
Kaisercolour,FL332 Square Bookplates, F652 Terracotta and 
F649 Sage Paper Blooms, EM968 Orchid Blossoms, EM927 
Cream Lace, T303 Foam Tape.  Other: Brown Ink

reverse of the packaging, leaving the actual spinning piece until last.  As 
per instructions screw the lazy susan mechanism to the round piece FIRST 
before adhering to the rest of the unit.

If you want to divide the two side storages, slide the small pieces into 
position and adhere.  Leaving these pieces out will allow you to store a 6 x 
6" paper pad or other wider scrapping products.

Tape or glue together the four drawers.  Measure the height of these 
drawers and cut strips to adhere around the outside edges in your choice of 
paper designs.

Embellish the drawers as desired using collectables from the range and 
insert into the unit.

Ink the edges of some wooden bookplates and label accordingly with what 
you plan to store in each using alphas from the sticker sheet. 

Place the divider into the tray on top if desired.  Alternatively leave out and 
sit one of the drawers in the top, leaving one of the sides open to use as a 
shelf instead.

Screw in a hook, hang up your scissors and fill with all your favourite 
products to have on hand at your beck and call.


